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Abstract

High grade prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN) is the most likely precursor of prostatic carcinoma. PIN has a high predictive value as a marker for carcinoma, and its identification in biopsy specimens warrants repeat biopsy for concurrent or subsequent carcinoma. The only methods of detection are biopsy and transurethreal resection; PIN does not greatly raise the concentration of serum prostate specific antigen (PSA) or its derivatives, does not induce a palpable mass, and cannot be detected by ultrasound. Androgen deprivation decreases the prevalence and extent of PIN, suggesting that this form of treatment might play a role in chemoprevention. Radiotherapy is also associated with a decreased incidence of PIN.
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Prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN; synonyms: intraductal dysplasia; severe dysplasia; large acinar atypical hyperplasia; duct–acinar dysplasia) is defined by an intraluminal proliferation of the secretory cells of the prostate duct-acinar system. PIN is characterised by a spectrum of atypical cytological features ranging from minimal changes to those that are indistinguishable from carcinoma. A basal cell layer consistently envelopes this intraduct/acinar proliferation.

Initial references to such lesions were probably made by Ortel and Andrews. In 1965 McNeal emphasised the possible premalignant nature of this proliferative change and, with Bostwick in 1986, described diagnostic criteria for its recognition (the term “intraductal dysplasia” was used by these two authors) and introduced a three grade classification system. Bostwick and Brawer proposed the term PIN, which was promulgated in 1989 at a workshop on prostate preneoplastic lesions sponsored by the American Cancer Society. The conference recommended modification of the PIN classification as either low grade or high grade PIN to replace PIN1 and PIN2 plus PIN3, respectively.

The concept of PIN has changed dramatically in recent years. An enormous amount of knowledge has been gathered about a variety of intraductal and intra-acinar proliferations, indicating that the term PIN might represent a heterogeneous group of lesions. The pathologist has a fundamental role in the pattern identification of this variety of prostate intraductal and intra-acinar lesions.

In our paper, we review the features of high grade PIN as originally described with its various micro-architectural patterns, the morphological subgroups subsequently recognised, changes in high grade PIN after treatment, and the possibility of a preinvasive lesion with molecular but not morphological abnormalities. Finally, we consider the question of whether high grade PIN can be distinguished from intraduct/acinar spread of an invasive prostatic carcinoma.

Identification of high grade PIN

HISTOLOGICAL CRITERIA

The classification of PIN into low grade and high grade is based mainly on the cytological characteristics of the cells. The nuclei of cells composing low grade PIN are enlarged, vary in size, have a normal or slightly increased chromatin content, and possess small or inconspicuous nucleoli. High grade PIN is characterised by cells with large nuclei of relatively uniform size, an increased chromatin content, which might be irregularly distributed, and prominent nucleoli that are similar to those of carcinoma cells. The basal cell layer is intact or rarely interrupted in low grade PIN, but may have frequent disruptions in high grade lesions. Although the cytological features of low grade and high grade PIN are fairly constant, the architecture shows a spectrum, varying from a flattened epithelium to a florid cribriform proliferation. Four basic patterns that often coexist have been described by Bostwick and colleagues: flat, tufting, micropapillary, and cribriform. Familiarity with this diverse architectural spectrum may facilitate the histological recognition of PIN, even though these various architectural patterns have no apparent clinicopathological relevance.

Neuroendocrine differentiation occurs in PIN, where it is intermediate in degree between normal prostate (which has the most cells with neuroendocrine differentiation) and carcinoma. Paneth cell like change of the prostatic epithelium (neuroendocrine cells with large eosinophilic granules) is considered to be a distinct form of neuroendocrine differentiation characterised by isolated cells or small groups of cells with prominent eosinophilic cytoplasmic granules.
The neuroendocrine products of these cells have local growth promoting and possibly anti-apoptotic activity on the epithelial and endothelial cells. These findings raise the possibility that neuroendocrine differentiation could be involved in the transition from PIN to invasive carcinoma.10–12

REPRODUCIBILITY

Epstein and colleagues13 and Allam and colleagues14 have looked specifically at the issue of interobserver and intraobserver variability in the identification of PIN. In the study published by the former group none of the participating pathologists diagnosed PIN1 (or low grade PIN) on needle biopsy or transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP). Furthermore, even if a lesion possibly qualifying as low grade PIN was found on needle biopsy, none of the pathologists looked at additional levels in the block or processed the remaining material from the TURP specimen. The rational for not commenting on PIN1 was twofold. First, the distinction of PIN1 from benign prostate glands is often subjective. There was no case for which there was a uniform diagnosis of PIN1; in all cases at least some pathologists considered the biopsies normal. This result is similar to that reported by Tsuchiya et al,15 where the lowest consensus was for lesions considered normal and PIN1. The other reason for not commenting on PIN1 was that, when PIN1 is diagnosed on needle biopsy and repeat biopsies are performed, the patients are at no greater risk of having cancer than when their initial biopsy is reported as benign prostate tissue.

The crucial distinction is between low and high grade PIN. Although some authors combine PIN1 and PIN2 as low grade PIN, it is the consensus of most experts in the literature that PIN2 and PIN3 should be considered to be high grade PIN. In the study performed by Epstein et al,13 reproducibility was better when PIN2 and PIN3 were combined compared with combining PIN1 and PIN2. There are several reasons why PIN2 and PIN3 should be combined as high grade PIN. First, there is much interobserver variability in the distinction between PIN2 and PIN3.13 In addition, regardless of whether PIN2 or PIN3 is diagnosed on needle biopsy, both are associated with the same risk of the patient having prostatic carcinoma on subsequent biopsy.16 Cases in which there was discrepancy between low grade and high grade fell into at least two groups.13 One included cases with prominent cytological atypia but a lack of prominent nucleoli; in the other group the lesion was extensive or stood out at low magnification but prominent nucleoli were not evident. An issue that may lead to discrepant diagnoses between low and high grade PIN is the definition of “prominent” used when describing nucleolar enlargement and visibility. Another situation in which pathologists disagree is the issue of whether the case is high grade PIN or cancer.13 This is particularly true in the presence of cribriform glands. Cribriform glands raise the differential diagnosis with both cribriform acinar and cribriform ductal prostatic carcinoma. The former may be composed of back to back glands or large irregular glands inconsistent with high grade PIN. Ductal carcinoma may also have extensive necrosis and/or papillary fronds with fibrovascular cores, whereas these features are uncommon in high grade PIN (see below).

Pathologists may also disagree about whether the lesion is high grade PIN or high grade PIN and cancer.13 A good example of this situation is the presence of high grade PIN and only a few adjacent atypical glands. The issue is whether the small glands are outpouchings or tangential sections off the adjacent PIN gland, or whether they are microinvasive cancer. When the small atypical glands are too numerous and too crowded to be outpouchings or tangential sections off PIN glands, then infiltrating cancer can be diagnosed. Some
Pathologists think that the diagnosis of invasive cancer adjacent to high grade PIN can be based on the distance of the small atypical glands from the glands of PIN. However, there is no agreement on the definition of this distance. In addition, immunohistochemical stains do not always aid in the solution of this problem. In fact, high grade PIN shows a discontinuous basal cell layer when labelled with the antibody to high molecular weight keratin, but even entirely benign glands may not always be labelled with this antibody. Other biomarkers, such as ploidy, do not discriminate between high grade PIN and prostatic carcinoma.

Allam et al found that the variability in the identification of high grade PIN is related to the degree of interest in prostatic pathology, the conditions of the study, the subjective applications of diagnostic criteria, and the influence of peers and clinical colleagues. In particular, these authors discussed that variability is linked to the fact that the cut off point for high grade PIN can vary within a certain range in the continuous spectrum of PIN. For practising pathologists, translating descriptive terms such as frequent, numerous, few, and occasional into numerical values is difficult, and defining discrete compartments in a continuum of morphological changes is subjective and arbitrary. The variability in the diagnosis of high grade PIN that we see probably reflects these difficulties and uncertainties.

The management of the problems of translating descriptive terms into numerical values, and of uncertainties in the diagnosis and grading of PIN, have recently been considered by Montironi et al.

Differential diagnosis
The differential diagnosis of PIN includes several benign and malignant conditions. The former include atypia induced by inflammation, infarction, or radiation; transitional cell metaplasia; basal cell hyperplasia, with or without atypia; clear cell cribriform hyperplasia; and normal ejaculatory duct and seminal vesicle epithelium. Malignant lesions that have to be distinguished from high grade PIN include transitional cell carcinoma involving prostate ducts and acini, and cribriform acinar and cribriform ductal prostatic carcinoma. Transitional cell carcinoma involving ducts and acini is usually a high grade tumour with pronounced cell pleomorphism, mitoses, and occasional comedonecrosis. Immunoreactivity for prostate specific antigen (PSA) and prostatic acid phosphatase (PAP) in proliferating cells is negative.

The cribriform pattern of Gleason grade 3 acinar prostatic carcinoma is histologically anomalous relative to the rest of the architectural scheme for grading invasive prostatic carcinoma. Like the other well and moderately differentiated (grade 1–3) carcinomas in the Gleason system, it is composed of individual glandular units that are separated by stroma. However, in all other grade 3 cancers, the neoplastic cells of each acinar unit typically have one pole abutting the stroma and an apical pole facing a single gland lumen. This pattern mimics normal glandular architecture. By contrast, in the cribriform grade 3 pattern, the potential lumen of each glandular unit is filled by a cell mass perforated by tiny lumens. This cribriform pattern of cancer cells is identical to that characterising one variant of Gleason grade 4 prostatic carcinoma, a pattern whose only distinguishing feature from grade 3 is that the cancer cells form large sheets with invasive borders.

Evidence has been presented that the histological features of the cribriform grade 3 pattern represent cancer growing within pre-existing ducts and acini. Intraductal location is identified by recognition of the normal duct–acinar branching pattern. This can be confirmed by the demonstration of a partially intact basal cell layer using high molecular weight keratin immunostaining (34βE12). The topographic analysis of McNeal et al indicates that the incipient lesion may spread rather rapidly and widely throughout the duct segment of origin, judging by the frequent involvement in continuity of lumens from near the urethra to the gland capsule. The same authors postulate that intraductal neoplasia affects the natural history of prostatic carcinoma by giving rise to (or being associated with) an unusual aggressive variant of invasive tumour, probably grade 4 or 5 in histological pattern.

This lesion was designated “intraductal carcinoma” by McNeal et al. Other authors adopted the term of “high grade cribriform PIN”. The latter term was based on the guidelines for the definition of high grade PIN, defining high grade PIN to include all dysplastic processes that still maintain a basal cell layer using high molecular weight keratin immunostaining (34βE12).
high grade PIN found in close proximity to carcinoma. It was found that the proliferative index was higher for cancer than for high grade PIN, and that the latter fell into two distinct subgroups. It was concluded that there may be two types of lesions with the morphological appearance of high grade PIN, and that they may have a different biological relation to carcinoma. Weinstein put forward the hypothesis that some foci of high grade PIN are a consequence of carcinoma rather than being a precursor lesion, similar to intraductal carcinoma of the prostate.

There is no agreement in the literature about whether these patterns should be called high grade PIN, intraductal carcinoma, or intraductal spread of carcinoma. If we accept the guidelines for the definition of high grade PIN, then the term of PIN should be preferred so that a common terminology is used for such lesions. However, what is important is that the term we decide to used should be accompanied by the specific definition of the lesion or pattern being observed—for example, high grade cribriform PIN (intraductal carcinoma type). Even though we might not agree on the terminology, we usually agree on the fact that intraductal carcinoma, as well as the other intraductal patterns, might not be a preinvasive neoplastic condition, but instead a late event in tumour progression, as suggested by its strong association with poor prognostic factors, including tumour volume. Further supporting this view is the recent molecular evidence suggesting that intraductal carcinoma and Gleason 5 carcinoma have similar genetic alterations.

Possible subgroups of PIN

HIGH GRADE PIN WITH UNUSUAL CELL TYPES

Three subgroups of high grade PIN with unusual cell types were described recently by Reyes et al., namely: signet ring cell PIN, small cell PIN, and high grade PIN with mucin secretion. All the cases were localised in the peripheral zone of the prostate. The first unusual type of PIN showed a tufted and micropapillary architectural growth pattern, with the constituent cells exhibiting a morphological appearance identical to that of the associated invasive signet ring cell carcinoma. The presence of basal cells was apparent by haematoxylin and eosin staining and was confirmed by immunohistochemistry. The intraductal and invasive signet ring cells were mucin-negative and were immunoreactive for PSA.

A single case of small cell neuroendocrine high grade PIN was reported by the same authors. This case was characterised by mixed glandular (or secretory) and small cells and was identified in sections of a radical prostatectomy that harboured an invasive mixed adenocarcinoma–small cell carcinoma. In multiple foci a population of intraepithelial neoplastic cells morphologically identical to those in the invasive counterpart was present. The small cell PIN pattern was most often cribriform, with a striking polarisation of cellular differentiation, where the glandular cells were peripherally located and the small neoplastic
cells were centrally located, with rosette-like structures visualised. The intraductal small cell component in the centre of the cribriform glands had certain characteristics of neuroendocrine differentiation.

Reyes et al gave details of high grade PIN with mucinous features. This form of PIN was characterised by glands that were distended and filled with intraluminal blue mucin. This form was not associated with invasive mucinous carcinoma of the prostate but rather with the usual small acinar prostatic carcinoma. The frequent architectural pattern of high grade PIN with mucinous features was the flat type. The intraluminal mucin was intensely PAS positive and Alcian blue positive in all cases.

The conclusion reached by Reyes et al was that the presence of these prostatic cell types in both high grade PIN and prostatic carcinoma provides support for a close relation between high grade PIN and the variants of invasive carcinoma of the prostate.

HIGH GRADE PIN IN THE TRANSITION ZONE
Epstein and colleagues and Quinn and colleagues analysed the relation of high grade PIN to stages A and B prostatic carcinoma (in these two papers the term severe dysplasia was used). The former group of authors studied high grade PIN in totally embedded radical prostatectomy specimens and their TURPs from 32 stage A carcinomas. In 44% of the cases, high grade PIN was minimal in amount, 44% intermediate, and 12% extensive. High grade PIN was spatially associated with the main tumour in only 31% of cases. In 44% of the cases all of the high grade PIN was isolated (that is, it was not adjacent or intermingled with any carcinoma). In addition, high grade PIN in the TURP was seen in 16% of cases and was not predictive of the amount of tumour within the gland. This study confirms a general association between high grade PIN and the presence of carcinoma within the gland, and does not greatly support the concept that high grade PIN is a direct precursor of low grade stage A carcinomas located in the transition zone.

Quinn et al studied high grade PIN in totally embedded radical prostatectomy specimens from 40 stage B, intermediate grade prostate carcinomas. All 40 cases had high grade PIN, which varied in amount. High grade PIN was predominantly concentrated in the peripheral region of the gland. Those cases with extensive high grade PIN had more multifocal small cancers compared with cases with intermediate or minimal severe dysplasia. Most dominant tumour nodules had some intermingled high grade PIN, and in 30% of the dominant tumour nodules, intermingled high grade PIN occupied 10–25% of the tumour nodule. High grade PIN was located next to the dominant tumour nodule in all cases. Nineteen percent of dominant nodules had extensive adjacent high grade PIN ranging from 5 to 14 mm in maximum diameter, showing that it should be possible to obtain only high grade PIN from needle biopsies of prostate cancers. According to the authors, these data show a close relation between high grade PIN and stage B prostatic carcinoma. In contrast, centrally located low grade multifocal cancers, as seen in stage A carcinoma, have a significantly weaker association with high grade PIN. Pacelli and Bostwick, Gaudin et al, and Harvei and colleagues have confirmed this observation.

In addition, Montironi et al have investigated whether patients with high grade PIN of the transition zone have the same degree of association with prostatic carcinoma as patients with high-grade PIN of the peripheral/central zone. Their study was based on the expression of p-class glutathione S-transferase (GST-π) (see below). Two discrete immunostaining patterns were seen in high grade PIN. GST-π expression similar to that of the normal tissue—stronger and more diffuse in the basal cell layer than in the luminal cell layer—was defined as pattern A. The stained basal cell layer was prominent at low magnification, partially and completely encircling acini and ducts containing PIN. The other pattern (pattern B) deviated from the normal and was characterised by an almost complete absence of GST-π expression in the secretory cells and abundant expression in only scattered basal cells. Pattern A was seen more frequently in the transition than in the non-transition zone. Pattern B was mainly seen in high grade PIN of the non-transition zone in association with cancer. The differential expression of GST-π in the transition and non-transition zones confirms the existence of two subgroups of high grade PIN, which have different spatial relations to carcinoma.

PUTATIVE PRENEOPLASTIC MARKERS WITH MINIMAL OR NO MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES (OR PIN WITHOUT MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES)
The link between atypical adenomatous hyperplasia (AAH) and cancer has not been demonstrated. Considering that high grade PIN of the transition zone is quite rare and its association with cancer of this zone is uncertain, the question one may ask is what are the characteristics of the precursor lesion(s) of the transition zone from which well differentiated prostatic carcinoma originates.

Recent studies have pointed out that the normal looking epithelium may show some molecular changes similar to those present in the preneoplastic and neoplastic lesions, both in the transition and non-transition zones. Here are two examples of such molecular changes, one concerning GST and the other telomerase activity.

The most studied function of the GST enzymes is their role in cellular detoxification. GSTs may prevent carcinogenesis through the inactivation of reactive electrophiles by conjugation to reduced glutathione. The most widely investigated with respect to human malignancy is GST-π. Immunohistochemical staining with anti-GST-π antibodies is seen primarily in the cytoplasm of the basal cell layer of normal ducts and acini. Anti-GST-π antibodies fail to detect the enzyme in most prostatic adenocarcinomas. It has been reported that the
Telomerase activity is considered to be a useful diagnostic marker of prostate cancer. Its expression is occasionally detected in benign prostatic tissue bordering prostate cancer and may result from either the presence of a primary undetected preneoplastic lesion or a secondary response to the benign elements to adjacent neoplastic lesions. The finding of telomerase activity in a certain proportion of biopsies from patients with benign prostatic hyperplasia is thought to be an early change in prostate carcinogenesis. It has been suggested that telomerase activity may be a useful biomarker for patients diagnosed with benign prostatic hyperplasia who may subsequently develop prostate cancer.

These observations are related to the so-called "enzyme altered foci" as putative preneoplastic markers. According to Pretlow and co-workers, the most abundant of these lesions with molecular alterations show minimal or no morphological changes.

Changes occur also in the stroma surrounding ducts and acini with PIN. Montironi et al. have shown that the degree of vascularisation (or angiogenesis) in normal prostate samples from total prostatectomies performed because of a preoperative diagnosis of prostatic carcinoma is close to that of low grade PIN.

The transition from normal epithelium to prostate cancer without an intermediate morphological stage identifiable as PIN was considered possible in a recent paper on molecular genetics and the epidemiology of prostatic carcinoma (fig 5).

**The morphological appearance of PIN after treatment**

The best way to eliminate the impact of cancer in humans is prevention, as long as this can be done with minimal risk or inconvenience. Although not without controversy, it follows that, if high grade PIN is indeed a precursor to invasive cancer, then the elimination, retardation, or reduction of high grade PIN would lead to a parallel reduction in cancer incidence.

The chemoprevention of premalignant prostatic lesions such as PIN is a strategy designed to inhibit or reverse the process of carcinogenesis by administering one or several non-cytotoxic chemical compounds. A major pathway of chemoprevention unique to the prostate is the inhibition of androgen induced effects on prostate growth. In fact, overwhelming evidence suggests that androgens play an important role in the development and progression of prostate cancer. For more details on prostate cancer chemoprevention see Montironi et al.

**Figure 5. Transition from normal epithelium to prostate cancer with and without an intermediate morphological stage identifiable as prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia.**

---

**EFFECT OF ANDROGEN DEPRIVATION ON PIN**

Several papers have dealt with the effect of androgen manipulation on high grade PIN. A certain degree of secretory cell type stratification is always present. However, crowding is less evident than in untreated high grade PIN. The cells show cytoplasmic clearing and enlargement as a result of coalescence of vacuoles and rupture of cell membranes. The nuclei have different degrees of chromatin changes, ranging from a mild condensation—which barely allows the distinction between coarse chromatin granules (corresponding to heterochromatin) and finely dispersed chromatins (corresponding to euchromatin)—to a tightly condensed state close to that seen during apoptosis. Similar to treated prostatic carcinoma, apoptotic bodies are easily identifiable in all epithelial cell layers. The hallmark of untreated high grade PIN is that the cells are frequently multinucleolated, the nucleoli being prominent, margined, and with a perinuclear halo. In treated cases, the nucleoli become inconspicuous, without margination, and have a smaller diameter. The duct and acinar lumen is always rich in cells: some are macrophages, some sloughed secretory cells with degenerative features, whereas others are apoptotic cells. The basal cell layer is easily recognisable in most instances (fig 6).

The severity of nuclear and cytoplasmic changes is not homogeneous among the PIN foci. Some foci in which the regressive changes are present only to a minor degree are still easily identifiable as having the features of high grade PIN. In addition to this, there seems to be some correspondence between the type of treatment and the degree of regressive changes. After total androgen ablation, morphological changes are more pronounced than after hormonal monotherapy; that is, luteinising hormone releasing hormone analogue or...
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antiandrogen used alone. Chronic treatment with finasteride only has a small effect on the PIN cells.53

Treated PIN has to be distinguished from two benign alterations that affect the ducts and acini of the transition and central zones. One of these is basal cell hyperplasia. This is usually easy to distinguish from PIN because the cells composing the lesions have the typical morphological and immunohistochemical features of basal cells present in untreated prostates. In particular, there is a sharp transition between the basal cells and the secretory cells, the latter usually being in a single layer and with inconspicuous nucleoli, nuclear shrinkage, chromatin condensation, and cytoplasmic clearing. The other benign alteration that can mimic PIN is present in the central zone. Here, some ducts and acini show a certain degree of stratification of the benign looking secretory cells, which show regressive changes and bear some resemblance to the benign glands, with Roman bridge and cribriform patterns usually present in the central zone in untreated patients.

Treated PIN has to be distinguished from a lesion characterised by ducts and acini filled with neoplastic cells and with an almost continuous basal cell layer present at the periphery. The cells in this proliferation show very little regressive changes compared with those usually seen in the neoplastic cells infiltrating the surrounding stroma. In fact, the cells in the intraductal position still have a prominent nucleolus, whereas the cytoplasm has the features of the neoplastic cells either without or with little effect of the androgen ablation treatment. These dual effects on the cells in the two locations indicate that there is a differential response to treatment, this being more pronounced in the invasive counterpart. The primary Gleason grade present in the pre-treatment biopsy is 3C. This ductal lesion seen after treatment should correspond to intraductal carcinoma (R Montironi et al, unpublished observations).

There is a pronounced decrease in the prevalence and extent of high grade PIN in prostates after androgen deprivation treatment compared with untreated prostates. Ferguson et al showed that the incidence of high grade PIN is reduced from 83% in the prostatectomy only group to 50% among patients who received preoperative androgen deprivation treatment.65 In addition, PIN was present in more than two high power fields in only 21% of treated patients, compared with 67% of untreated patients. Similar results were reported by Vaillancourt et al.64 These findings indicate that the dysplastic prostatic epithelium is hormone dependent. The two main effects of androgen ablation on the epithelial cells are to reduce proliferation and enhance apoptosis.65–69

EFFECT OF RADIOTHERAPY ON PIN

To date, there have been few papers on the effect of radiotherapy on high grade PIN. The most recent reference to this was made by Cheng et al in a paper on the prevalence and distribution of PIN in salvage radical prostatectomy specimens after radiotherapy.60 It was found that PIN identified after radiotherapy usually retains the features characteristic of untreated PIN. It is readily recognised in the radical prostatectomy specimens. The salient pathological features include nuclear crowding, nuclear overlapping and stratification, nuclear hyperchromasia, and prominent nucleoli. The basal cell layer is still present, but fragmented. The most common patterns of PIN are tufting and micropapillary, similar to those reported by Bostwick et al.7 Basal cell prominence and secretory cell cytoplasm vacuolisation may be seen in high grade PIN after radiotherapy.

The main differential diagnosis of high grade PIN after radiotherapy is atypical basal cell hyperplasia. The proliferation of basal cells in atypical basal cell hyperplasia is often eccentrically located with partial involvement of acini, retaining the overlying columnar or cuboidal secretory cells. These atypical basal cells have enlarged nuclei and nucleoli, fine powdery chromatin, occasional nuclear grooves, and an absence of apocrine blebs. A nuclear “bubble” artifact or intranuclear vacuoles may be seen. In difficult cases, the use of immunostaining for high molecular weight keratin might help to distinguish atypical basal cell hyperplasia from high grade PIN. Data on the effect of radiotherapy on intraductal carcinoma are not available yet.

Cheng et al also provided information about the prevalence and extent of PIN after radiotherapy.60 In particular, they found small volume PIN (mean, 0.12 cm³) in 62% of patients. By comparison, Qian et al noted that 82% of step sectioned prostate glands removed for prostate cancer had coexistent untreated high grade PIN, with an average volume of 1.32 cm³.61 Akakura and colleagues found a higher incidence (70%) of PIN after radiotherapy than did Cheng et al.62 These two groups suggested that radiotherapy affects non-invasive precursor lesions in a manner analogous to that seen in ductal carcinoma in situ of the breast. A different opinion was expressed by Wheeler, who concluded that there was insufficient information to determine whether radiotherapy affected the incidence and extent of PIN.62

Figure 6 Prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN) following androgen ablation. Secretory cell type stratification is present. However, crowding is less evident than in untreated high grade PIN. The cells show cytoplasmic clearing and enlargement as a result of the coalescence of vacuoles and the rupture of cell membranes. The nucleoli are inconspicuous.
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EVIDENCE LINKING HIGH GRADE PIN AND PROSTATIC CARCINOMA

The following pieces of evidence link high grade PIN and prostatic carcinoma:

- The incidence and extent of PIN and prostatic carcinoma increase with patient age.
- There is an increased frequency, severity, and extent of PIN with prostatic carcinoma.
- PIN and prostatic carcinoma are both multifocal and share a similar location in the prostate zones.
- The transition of high grade PIN to prostatic carcinoma can be observed from the morphological point of view.
- High grade PIN has several features in common with prostatic carcinoma.

Several authors have reported an increasing frequency of PIN with advancing age and its association with prostatic carcinoma. Bostwick and Brawer showed that the frequency of PIN in prostates with cancer is significantly increased when compared with prostates not harbouring carcinoma. McNeal and Bostwick showed that PIN was present in 82% of step sectioned postmortem prostates with cancer, but only in 43% of benign prostates from patients of similar age. Qian et al found that 86% of a series of whole mount radical prostatectomy specimens with cancer contained high grade PIN, usually within 2 mm of the cancer. The severity of PIN in prostates with cancer was also increased when compared with those without. Both McNeal and Bostwick and Qian and colleagues have reported that PIN was more extensive in lower stage tumours, presumably because of an “overgrowth” or obliteration of PIN by larger high grade tumours.

The predominant location of PIN is the peripheral zone of the prostate where most moderately and poorly differentiated cancers arise. In fact, most foci of high grade PIN are exclusively in the peripheral zone (or non-transition zone; in one study, 63%) or simultaneously in the peripheral and transition zones (36%), and only rare cases (1%) are exclusively in the transition zone. Other authors have reported a higher frequency of encountering high grade PIN in the transition zone of the glands, with a range of 2–37% of the cases. Kovi and colleagues reported that the highest frequency of involvement of the transition zone (37%) is in radical prostatectomies with cancer, although this finding was significantly lower in studies using TURPs.

With regard to multifocality, PIN is reported to be multifocal in 72% of radical prostatectomies with cancer, including 63% of those involving the non-transition zone and 7% of those involving the transition zone; 2% of the cases had concomitant single foci in all zones.

Little attention has been paid in the literature to the identification of the transition between high grade PIN and carcinoma. This topic was considered by McNeal et al in a paper dealing with microcarcinoma in the prostate and its association with duct–acinar dysplasia. Microcarcinomas were designated as cancers where the greatest dimension is < 4 mm on a single level of section, or those that occupy two adjacent levels with a sum of greatest dimensions < 5 mm. Each microcarcinoma was classified according to the morphological features of its association with dysplasia (for example, PIN). In 48 of 107 tumours a small focus of newly formed, branching small glands with distinctive abnormal architecture and dysplastic epithelium formed an intermediate stage between the pre-existing ducts with dysplasia and frankly invasive carcinoma. These glands resembled a branching duct–acinar system in miniature and did not appear frankly invasive, despite their relatively small diameter and irregular branching pattern. They were lined by a crowded, pseudostratified epithelium similar to that seen in dysplasia, and contrasting with the simple columnar or cuboidal lining of the invasive grade 3 malignant glands. In all cases, the intermediate glands were located immediately adjacent to both dysplasia and invasive cancer and were at least partly interposed between the two.

In the study by Mc Neal et al, there were also some tumours showing direct invasion into the stroma by a small tubular malignant gland, which appeared to originate abruptly from a dysplastic duct wall (fig 7). This pattern is similar to that illustrated by others and investigated recently by da Silva et al. They evaluated individual nuclei from high grade PIN lesions with early invasive carcinoma foci in the area of microinvasion and in the gland in which the microinvasion originated. Nuclei in the glandular epithelium were recorded sequentially, along the contour, at increasing distances from the point of microinvasion and by random selection in the region of microinvasion. The chromatin texture signatures showed a clear trend: there was an obvious attenuation as the measured nuclei approached the microinvasion area. At a distance > 60 nuclear locations from the point of microinvasion, the nuclear signatures corresponded to those seen in high grade PIN. Between 40 and 20 nuclear locations removed from the microinvasion focus the signatures began to change gradually until at a distance of 15–5 locations they strongly resembled the signatures seen in adenocarcinoma. This observation was related to the fact that microinvasion might be linked to clonal selection and the emergence of clones that might be responsible for the invasive...
phenotype. A similar observation had been made for the transition from carcinoma in situ of the uterine cervix to invasive squamous carcinoma. The observations made by McNeal and colleagues strongly support the concept of high grade PIN as a direct precursor of invasive adenocarcinoma.

Evidence supporting the relation of high grade PIN to prostatic carcinoma has also been found in immunohistochemical, morphometric, molecular, and genetic studies. Virtually all studies of biomarkers have indicated that high grade PIN is related more closely to prostatic carcinoma than to benign epithelium. (For a comprehensive review on the biomarkers see Montironi et al.) Evidence includes:

- Cell proliferation and death (apoptosis) are greater in PIN and prostatic carcinoma than in the normal prostate.
- PIN and prostatic carcinoma are phenotypically similar.
- PIN and prostatic carcinoma are morphometrically similar.
- There are common genetic alterations in PIN and prostatic carcinoma. The most common are: the gain of chromosome 7, particularly 7q31; loss of 8p and gain of 8q; and loss of 10q, 16q, and 18q. Inactivation of tumour suppressor genes or overexpression of oncogenes in these regions might be important for the initiation and progression of prostate neoplasia. This strongly supports the hypothesis that PIN is the most likely precursor of prostatic carcinoma.
- The basal cell layer is disrupted in high grade PIN and is absent in prostatic carcinoma.
- Neovascularisation is greater in PIN and prostatic carcinoma than in the normal prostate.

**PIN AS PREDICTOR OF MALIGNANCY IN NEEDLE BIOPSY**

High grade PIN is identified in 2–16.5% of needle biopsies. Its incidence probably varies according to the patient population under consideration (screening population vs urology office population). As an example, the American Cancer Society national cancer detection project identified PIN and cancer in 5.2% and 15.8% of men, respectively, from a series of 330 biopsies from men participating in an early detection project. Lee et al studied 256 ultrasound guided biopsies of hypoechoic lesions in a urology practice setting, and identified PIN and cancer in 10.5% and 40.2% of patients, respectively. Interestingly, those with PIN had a mean age of 65 years, whereas those with cancer had a mean age of 70 years. High grade PIN is encountered in up to 16.5% of contemporary needle biopsies in urology office practice.

High grade PIN has a high predictive value as a marker of adenocarcinoma, and its identification in biopsy specimens warrants a search for concurrent invasive carcinoma. Davidson et al found adenocarcinoma in 35% of subsequent biopsies from patients with a previous diagnosis of PIN, compared with 13% in a control group without PIN. High grade PIN, patient age, and serum PSA concentration were all highly significant predictors of cancer, but PIN alone increased the risk 15-fold above those without PIN, and provides the highest risk ratio. Others have reported a high predictive value of PIN for cancer, ranging from 38% to 100%. Approximately 50% of men with high grade PIN on biopsy will be found to have carcinoma on repeat biopsy within two years of follow up. These data underscore the strong association of high grade PIN and adenocarcinoma, and indicate that diagnostic follow up is needed. The cancer detection rate in patients with low grade PIN is identical to that in patients who underwent repeat biopsy for persistently raised serum PSA or because of an abnormal digital rectal examination.

Follow up is suggested at three or six month intervals for two years, and thereafter at 12 month intervals for life. Identification of PIN in the prostate should not influence or dictate therapeutic decisions other than chemoprevention.

**Summary remarks**

- High grade PIN is the most likely precursor of moderately and poorly differentiated prostatic carcinoma. It originates from the peripher al zone of the prostate.
- The histological definition of high grade PIN has gradually expanded to include almost every architecturally unremarkable gland with any growth pattern of neoplastic cells, so long as at least some basal cells can be identified. The different forms and patterns of PIN do not form discrete entities. In a certain proportion of cases these forms and patterns coexist and can also be contiguous, as if they were transitions from one to another. Malignant lesions that have to be distinguished from high grade PIN include transitional cell carcinoma involving prostate ducts and acini, and cribriform acinar and cribriform ductal prostatic carcinoma (intraductal carcinoma).
- High grade PIN has a high predictive value as a marker for carcinoma, and its identification in biopsy specimens warrants a search for concurrent invasive cancer.
- When low grade PIN is diagnosed on needle biopsy and repeat biopsies are performed, these patients are at no greater risk of having cancer than if their initial biopsy were reported as benign prostate tissue. Little information about low grade PIN as a precursor lesion is available in the current literature.
- The dysplastic prostatic epithelium composing PIN is hormone dependent. The two basic effects of androgen ablation on the epithelial cells consist of reducing proliferation and enhancing apoptosis. AAH has been considered a premalignant lesion of the transition zone. However, a direct transition from AAH to cancer, as has been observed between PIN and cancer, has not been documented. We should look for another type of precursor lesion from which well differentiated prostatic carcinoma originates.
Notes added in proof

(1) An additional subgroup of high grade PIN with unusual cell type was described in a recent publication (Berman DM, Yang J, Epstein JI. Foamy gland high-grade prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia. Am J Surg Pathol 2000;24:140–4).

(2) Excerpt from a publication based on the WHO Collaborative Project and Consensus Conference, Stockholm, June 8–9, 2000: “There are four other possible findings in the prostate (low-grade PIN, AAH, malignancy-associated foci, and atrophy) that may be premalignant, but the data for these are much less convincing than that for high grade PIN.” (Blank T, D, Montironi R, Sesterhenn IA. Diagnosis of prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia. Scand J Urol Nephrol [In press].)
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